The following question arises in connection with manifolds with boundary: given a function/ defined and Cw in a half space, and all of whose derivatives have continuous limits at the boundary, can / be extended to a C°° function in the whole space? More specifically, let xERn, tER\ S+ = Rnx{t>0}, and D+={f:f in Ca(S+), fand all its derivatives have continuous limits as t-+0+}. D+ has the topology of uniform convergence of each derivative on compact subsets of the closure of S+ in R"+1, and C"'(Rn+l) has a corresponding topology.
Theorem.
There is a continuous linear extension operator E: D+ ->Cx(Rn+1) such that Ef(x, t) =/(x, /) for t>0.
The theorem is an easy consequence of the following:
Lemma. There are sequences {a*}, {bk\ such that (i) bk < 0, <Z(l+2*)/(2'-2*)<4.
Thus BkN is monotone increasing with N, and converges to Bk Ú e*. Setting ak = AkBk, we have \ak\ <ei2~^-ik^2, so Y\ak\ \bk\n<<*> for each «. Setting akN -AkBkN for k^N, and akN = 0 for N^k, we have Xo" akN(bk)n = l for N^n. Since |aAW| |&i|"ä= |öa| \h\n and 2la*l I¿>*I"<co. we have finally JZô ak(bk)n = lim JZakN(bk)n = l.
The author is indebted to the referee for the remark that reflections were used to extend C1 functions by L. Lichtenstein [2] in 1929, and for Cm functions by M. R. Hestenes [l] in 1941. There is also a rather difficult result on extension of C°° functions, due originally to Whitney [3] and proved also in [l] , but this is different from our extension in two important respects. Whitney extends Cx functions from an arbitrary closed set; but the extension is not linear, and it is not shown to be continuous in any functional topology. 
